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•  George Blood Audio, LP 
•  Safe Sound Archive 



The Preservation of The 
World’s Memory: 

• METADATA: 
Gallactic 
Domination is Just 
the Beginning 





In the words of Grace Hopper..  

•  “It's easier to ask forgiveness than it is to get permission” 

•  “A ship in a harbor is safe, but that is not what a ship is built 
for” 

•  “From then on, when anything went wrong with a computer, 
we said it had bugs in it” 

•  “You manage things; you lead people” 



"The great thing about standards is that 
there are so many to choose from." 



Definition by ALA PARS 

Digital Preservation: 
“Digital preservation combines policies, 
strategies and actions to ensure access to 
reformatted and born digital content 
regardless of the challenges of media 
failure and technological change. The 
goal of digital preservation is the 
accurate rendering of authenticated 
content over time.” 



•  "Standards are like toothbrushes.  Everyone 
agrees they're a good idea; but nobody wants 
to use someone else's”

– Rachel Frick



Wrappers 

•  Designated by file extensions (your first metadata) 
–  .wav = “sound file”, not PCM, not preservation 

•  What all is in the wrapper (other “chunks”)? 
–  Sound data 
–  Metadata 

•  Format 
•  Descriptive 
•  Control 
•  Technical 

– Where does this metadata live in the wrapper? 



WAV / BWAV 

•  Part of the RIFF 
Standard 
(Resource 
Interchange File 
Format) 

•  Released in 1992 
as a part of 
Windows 3.1 



Standard : B/WAV 
•  SOX - SOund eXchange 

–  "Swiss Army Knife of sound  
processing" 
–  Sample rate and format conversion 
–  http://sox.sourceforge.net/ 

•  libsndfile 
–  "C" library 
–  Contains an example program that  
gives a lot of useful info about files  
"sndfile-info" 
–  BEXT embedding  
–  http://www.mega-nerd.com  

•  JHOVE 
–  http://hul.harvard.edu/jhove/ 



Standard : WAV 
–  Mandatory WAV Chunks 

•  "FMT " - Describes the contents of the WAV file 
–  Format 
– Number of Channels 
–  Sample Rate 
–  Bit Depth 
–  Streaming Info 

•  "DATA" - Audio data 
– WAV PCM - no compressions 
– WAV PCM EX - Extensible.  Handles higher 

resolution audio files, multi channel formats     
and 64 bit audio 

– Many others  



Standard : WAV 

–  Optional WAV Chunks 
•  LIST (INFO) Chunk 

Stores Metadata in a WAV file 
Any new INFO field may be defined, but an 

application should ignore any chunk it doesn't 
understand 

Common registered INFO fields 
»  name 
»  artist 
»  date 
»  genre  
»  comments 
»  copyright 



Standard : WAV 
•  Optional WAV Chunks (continued) 

o SMPL Chunk 
  info useful when data is used in 
samplers 
 Rarely holds value in the preservation 
world 

o PEAK (all versions) inserts  
a SMPL chunk in every WAV  
file it saves! 



Standard : WAV 
•  Optional WAV Chunks (continued) 

o   PAD or JUNK Chunks 
 Place holder chunks 
 Allows quick expansion of any header 
chunks 
 WavLab inserts pad chunks in all saved 
WAV files  



WAV vs BWF/BWAV 

•  Broadcast Wave limits coding forms 
–  PCM 
–  MPEG1 

•  Adds a chunk 
–  BEXT (“Broadcast EXTension”) 
–  structured metadata 



Standard : BWAV 
–  Includes mandatory BEXT chunk   

•  Defined Metadata Fields 
•  Controlled and Suggested  

vocabulary for most fields 
–  Description  
–  Originator  
–  Originator Reference 
–  Origination Date  
–  Origination Time 
–  Time Reference 
–  Coding History 

–  Limits DATA chunk to  
 PCM or MPEG formats 



Standard : BWAV 

•  BEXT chunk:  
 Description      : Ross Lee Finney; String Quartet No. 6 in 
E: 2. Allegro Scherzando 
Originator       : Safe Sound Archive 
Origination ref  : New World Records CRI DRAM 
Origination date : 2009-04-16 
Origination time : 08-16-04 
Time ref         : 0 
BWF version      : 1 
UMID             :  
Coding history   :  

 A=ANALOG,M=stereo,T=Studer_A-80RC; 21569; Scotch_111A-24R 
A=PCM,F=96000,W=24,M=stereo,T=PrismSound; ADA-8XR; A/D 
A=PCM,F=96000,W=24,M=dual-mono,T=MetricHalo; ULN-2; DIO 
A=PCM,F=96000,W=24,M=stereo,T=SoX14.1; DAE 
A=PCM,F=96000,W=24,M=stereo,T=libsndfile-1.0.18pre24j 



Chunk order from our tools 

•  Format 
•  Bext 
•  Data 
•  List (INFO) 



Chunk order from WaveLab 

•  Format 
•  List (INFO) 
•  Bext 
•  Pad (filler space in case Bext chunk would expand) 
•  Data 



Chunk order from SoundForge8 

•  Format 
•  Data 
•  List 



Chunk order from SoundForge10 

•  Format 
•  Data 
•  List 
•  Bext 



Chunk order from Adobe Audition 
(before) 

•  Format 
•  List 
•  Bext 
•  Data 



Chunk order from Adobe Audition 
(after) 

•  Format
•  Data

•  List

•  Bext



Why are we collecting all this 
metadata?   

•  To provide for discovery 
•  To manage the files 
•  To provide provenance 
•  To provide authenticity 
•  Etc.   



External metadata 

•  = Cataloging and Description 
•  How much is enough? 
•  Is it possible to have too much? 
•  Why do we need more than we did before? 

–  Are we moving the goal posts? 
–  To what extent are our neuroses about digital 

preservation a reflection of our failures in analog 
preservation? 

–  Is more metadata less product? By doing “better” for one 
object are we preserving less overall? 

•  Has anyone asked the users what they need? 



Organizing metadata 

•  “Standards” 
•  Toothbrushes 



What is a standard? 

•  How widely adopted? 
•  If everyone is doing something... is that good enough to be 

a “standard”? 
•  Does a standard have to be perfect? 
•  Does one size fit all? 
•  If there’s a standard and no one uses it, what’s it matter? 
•  What are the implications if there’s a standard and it is 

“locally modified”? 
•  If you make your own “standard”, in what ways does this 

enhance or inhibit preservation and long-term access? 
–  Aren’t we taught to avoid proprietary solutions? 

Why not for metadata? 



How much work is it to collect and 
organize metadata? 

•  a lot!  



Oberlin metadata  



NYPL metadata 



UMichigan RFI  



SI AAA Metadata 



SI AAA Second Project 



SI AAA Compared 



SI AAA Project One 



SI AAA Project Two 



SI AAA One and Two 



SI Hirshhorn 



Sample Rate:     
96000 

Bit Depth: 
24 

Duration: 
0:42:19 

INFO Name: 
Hess, Thomas B. "The Breakthrough of Abstract Expressionism." 

INFO Artist: 

INFO Date: 
20090908 

INFO Archival Location: 
Smithsonian Institution Libraries, Hirshhorn Museum Library 

INFO Copyright: 
Material may be protected by copyright. Restrictions may apply. 

BEXT Description: 
Hess, Thomas B. "The Breakthrough of Abstract Expressionism."  
Lecture at NGA, 11-4-73: 0001, File Identifier; HMSG0001A-B, Tape Identifier 

BEXT Originator: 
Hirshhorn Museum Library 

BEXT Originator Reference: 

BEXT Origination Date: 
2009-09-08 

BEXT Time Reference: 
0 

BEXT Version: 
1 

BEXT Coding History: 
A=ANALOG,M=stereo,T=Nakamichi_Dragon; 09095; TDK_C90 
A=PCM,F=96000,W=24,M=stereo,T=PrismSound; ADA-8XR; A/D 
A=PCM,F=96000,W=24,M=dual-mono,T=MetricHalo; ULN-2; DIO 
A=PCM,F=96000,W=24,M=stereo,T=SoX14.1; DAE 

Sample Rate: 
96000 

Bit Depth: 
24 

Duration: 
0:56:32 

INFO Name: 

INFO Artist: 

INFO Date: 

INFO Archival Location: 

INFO Copyright: 

BEXT Description: 
Oral history interview with Tony Rosenthal, 1968 May 10-June 29.;  
Tony; Sevim; 1968 May 10-June 29 

BEXT Originator: 
Smithsonian Institution 

BEXT Originator Reference: 
Archives of American Art 

BEXT Origination Date: 
2009-09-22 

BEXT Time Reference: 
0 

BEXT Version: 
1 

BEXT Coding History: 
A=ANALOG,M=mono,T=Revox_A700; 13652; Audiotape_1251 
A=PCM,F=96000,W=24,M=mono,T=PrismSound; ADA-8XR; A/D 
A=PCM,F=96000,W=24,M=mono,T=MetricHalo; ULN-2; DIO 
A=PCM,F=96000,W=24,M=mono,T=SoX14.1; DAE 

SI Hirshhorn and SI AAA 



CUL METS 



How will any of this provide for 
discovery, management, 
provenance, etc? 

•  It all has to be done manually. 
•  It is just as much work to create software tools to read the 

metadata as to make it. 
•  It costs more to do the metadata work on some projects 

than the digitization. 
•  What will be the cost to reformat the metadata when the 

digital file is migrated? 



Is this a wise use of our limited 
resources?  

•  High “value added” work 
•  Vendors on standards committees 
•  Vendors pushing standards 
•  Pushing STANDARDIZATION 
•  Streamlining of work flows so resources have higher impact  



George Blood 
Safe Sound Archive 
georgeblood@safesoundarchive.com 
(215) 248-2100 
www.safesoundarchive.com 


